Motion-based grouping of optical flow fields: the extrapolation and subtraction technique.
The goal of three-dimensional (3-D) motion segmentation is to identify the image areas projected by different moving objects in 3-D space. However, many prevailing methods merely detected the discontinuity of optical flow field and usually considered these boundaries as that produced by different 3-D motions. In fact, the flow discontinuity can be generated either by two different 3-D motions or by the structural discontinuity on the same moving object. The wrong identification causes several problems in 3-D motion estimation. A simple method called the extrapolation and subtraction (ES) technique is proposed to solve these problems. The input image flow field is first partitioned into several functionally analytic regions. Each analytic region is assumed to be projected by a roughly planar patch moving in 3-D space. Based on the parameterization of these analytic flow fields, the ES technique provides a very simple and fast method to test the 3-D motion compatibility between two interested analytic flow fields.